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immigration and international trade. However, there are many legislative and executive governmental actions that
would have to occur before change is enacted, so our conclusions are preliminary.

Prospective tax policy changes are particularly important for municipal bond investors as tax reform impacts the
demand side of the market. Banks, as well as property and casualty companies, represent 14.0% and 9.6% respectively
of the buyer base of municipals, with their allocations focused at the longer end of the yield curve. A reduction in the
corporate income tax to 15% would make municipals less attractive to these buyers. While this may be a concern, it is
our view that the market has already priced in this change, as the yield curve has steepened in a manner consistent
with the likely path of reform. As a result, we view this part of the yield curve as fairly valued for the risk.

Tax reform is a crucial policy change for the market but there
are others that will be impactful as well. Included as appendices
are three charts, the first of which is a summary chart of six key
policy initiatives proffered in 2017. The markets perceive that
these changes will strengthen the economy and set the stage for
growth, which is why stocks outperformed bonds in November.
November returns were 3.70% for the S&P 500, -2.67% for the
Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury Index and -3.73% for the
Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index1.

The Trump administration is expected to enact extensive policy changes.
As President-elect Trump announces potential Cabinet appointments, the
outlines of his policy priorities become more apparent. We believe that the
policy changes that most immediately and directly affect our clients’ fixed
income portfolios are tax reform, infrastructure, healthcare, regulation,
.
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past month. Other tax reform consequences could include elimination of deductions in exchange for overall lower
rates, and since there are many categories of deductions and tax expenditures, the budget impact will be
multifaceted. Regulatory reform is quite broad, affecting every area of government and the economy; the
complexities will need to be worked through carefully. Changes in infrastructure funding would be positive for state
and local governments as better infrastructure leads to stronger credit conditions and more vibrant economies, but it
could be disruptive if traditional methods of financing are upended. The earliest reports about the Affordable Care Act
indicated that it could be repealed, although subsequent reports have spoken to delaying an immediate repeal,
acknowledging that eliminating the law entirely at once would be detrimental to both consumers and healthcare
providers. Not-for-profit hospitals, which have finally stabilized after years of adjusting to new regulations, and state
governments would need time to readjust to new healthcare regulations. The effects of new immigration policies will
vary throughout the country, as will the effects of changes in international trade agreements.
1Source: Bloomberg. Month to Date Index Returns as of November 30, 2016. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All
investments involve risk including loss of principal. Please see General Disclosures regarding Index definitions at the end of this Analysis.

Seen through the lens of municipal credit, the Trump
administration’s proposed policies offer both positive and
disruptive potential developments. Additional revenues from
new jobs and new business development due to the upswing in
the economy would be very positive. Simplifying the tax code on
a national level is a commendable goal. However, there could be
unintended consequences for the municipal market such as
declines in demand for bonds from corporate holders or
individuals if tax rates lessen. This would lead to increased
borrowing costs, and indeed that is what we have seen in the
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The next two charts focus on tax reform, at both the individual and corporate level. We have compared the current
tax policies with both the expected Trump administration policies and the current House GOP Tax Plan. As plans
evolve, the specifics will change. Yet, this is a good reference for the key elements in tax reform as they affect fixed
income, both for individual and corporate buyers of municipals.

As Cabinet appointments are made and predictions give way to reality, the implications for the municipal markets will
change. We will continue to monitor these and other developments in the context of the impact on the markets, on
clients’ portfolios, and on the overall environment as the nation transitions to a new administration.
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Sources: Cornerstone Macro Research; Wells Fargo Research; Moody’s Investors Service; JP Morgan Research.
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President-Elect Trump’s Proposed Policies
2017 Main Initiatives 

TOP INITIATIVES OVERVIEW CONSIDERATIONS

Tax reform -
Corporations & Individuals

Lower taxes for all individuals & corporations
Caps or eliminates various exemptions, deductions and credits
One-time tax of 10% for repatriation for corporations and ends 
deferral of taxes on foreign-earned income

Increase in business confidence
Could help boost investment in the US
Long time horizon for implementation

Regulation Reform Modify, overhaul or repeal Dodd-Frank and temporarily
suspend all new regulation

Added boost to business investment
Support banks' profitability

Roll back executive orders Threatens the strong balance sheets banks have built up

Education reform Potential to withhold federal funds from cities that do not 
support charter schools

Energy reform Roll back of environmental rules and support for the coal 
industry

Infrastructure $1 trillion in infrastructure spending over 10 years Increase in budget deficit potentially financed with new debt
Stated intention of partially financing with repatriation taxes & 
tax credits ($137bn) to incentivize private investors 

Potential creation of infrastructure bank Could impact municipal bond issuance

Healthcare Modify/Eliminate ACA
Remove barriers for interstate sale of health insurance
Allow for deductibility of health insurance premiums
Increase price transparency from healthcare providers

Long time horizon for implementation
Increase in uninsured Americans could be problematic
Uncertainty for hospital credit
Additional state Medicaid budget pressure

Drug pricing pressure reduced Less scrutiny on pharmaceutical drug price inflation

Immigration Increase the prevailing wage for H-1B workers to reduce 
incentives to hire foreign workers

Could reduce applicant pools for companies and universities

Enact harsher punishments for illegally entering the US Potential funding reduction and penalization from federal 
government to states and sanctuary cities 

International Trade Renegotiate trade agreements (NAFTA, TPP)
Impose severe tariffs on imports of various countries
Label China a currency manipulator 

Protectionist policies are a tailwind to higher USD
Largest holders of US government debt include foreign countries 
Global multinational companies impacted
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Tax Reform – Corporate

CURRENT TRUMP ADMINISTRATION PROPSED PLAN HOUSE GOP PROPOSED PLAN

Business tax rate 35% 15% 20%

Business tax base
35% rate for corporate tax

"Pass through“ – allocated to owner; 
taxed at individual tax level

15% rate for corporate tax
Pass through – 15% 

20% rate for corporate tax; 
Pass through – 25%

Corporate AMT 20% Eliminated Eliminated

Carried interest Taxed as capital gains Taxed as ordinary income Unknown

Interest expense 
deductibility

Yes
No deduction if business opts 
to expense capital investment

No deduction for business
net interest expense

Investment write-offs Need to depreciate cost of assets
Can immediately deduct 
the cost of investments

Can immediately deduct 
the cost of investments

Deemed (forced) 
repatriation rate

35% 10% 8.75%

Territorial system No
No.  Ends deferral and taxes foreign
and domestic profits the same (15%)

Yes.  Allows companies to repatriate future 
foreign earnings back at a rate of 3-5%

Border adjustable No Unknown
Yes.  Imports would be subject 
to 20% of the value.  Exports 

would receive a 20% tax credit

Sources: Wall Street Journal; Forbes; Cornerstone Macro Research; Donald Trump Policies; Tax Foundation
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Highlights of Current Tax Policies Compared to Expected Trump Administration and House GOP Tax Plan 



CURRENT TRUMP ADMINISTRATION PROPOSED PLAN HOUSE GOP PROPOSED PLAN

Revenue loss 
over 10 years

n/a $6.2 trillion $2.4 trillion

Personal tax 
rates

TAXABLE INCOME CURRENT LAW TAXABLE INCOME TRUMP &  HOUSE PROPOSAL

Single filers Married Marginal rate Single filers Married filing jointly Marginal rate

$0 - 9,275 $0 - 18,550 $0 - 37,500 $0 - 75,000

$9,276 - 37,650 $18,551 - 75,300 $37,500 - 112,500 $75,000 - 225,000

$37,651 - 91,150 $75,301 - 151,900 $112,500 and above $225,000 and above

$91,151 - 190,150 $151,901 - 231,450

$190,151 - 413,350 $231,451 - 413,350

$413,351 - 415,050 $413,351 - 466,950

$415,051 and above $466,951 and above
Standard 
deduction / 
personal 
exemption

Standard deduction: $6,350 (single) / $12,600 (married)
Personal exemption: $4,050 for themselves, spouse, dependents

Standard deduction: $15,000 (single) / 
$30,000 (married) 

No personal exemption

Standard deduction:  $12,000 (single) / 
$24,000 (married)

No personal exemption

Capital gains 
rate

$0 - $75,000: 0%
$75,000 - $225,000: 15% 

$225,000+ : 20%

$0 - $75,000: 0%
$75,000 - $225,000: 15% 

$225,000+ : 20%

Ordinary income, after excluding 50%
Approx. 6% / 12.5% / 16.5%

Dividend tax 
rate

$0 - $75,000: 0%
$75,000 - $225,000: 15% 

$225,000+ : 20%

$0 - $75,000: 0%
$75,000 - $225,000: 15% 

$225,000+ : 20%

Ordinary income, after excluding 50%
Approx. 6% / 12.5% / 16.5%

Net investment 
income tax

3.8% for couples $250,000+ and singles $200,000+ Eliminated Eliminated

Estate tax 40%
Tax the capital gains in the assets valued in 
excess of $5mm for single, or $10mm for 

married, but only upon the sale of the assets
Eliminated

AMT 26% / 28% Eliminated Eliminated

Mortgage 
deduction

Allowable; included in standard deduction Included in deduction cap, see below May be modified

Child tax credit None
Above-the-line deductions for children under 

age 13.  Rebates for childcare expenses
Increased from $1,000 to $1,500

Other changes 
and / or 
changes to 
deductions 
for individuals

N/A
Caps itemized deductions at 

$100,000 (single) and $200,000 (married)
Significant limits on deductions, except 

charitable and mortgage deductions

Tax Reform – Individual 

Highlights of Individual Tax Policies Compared to Expected Trump Administration and House GOP Tax Plan 

Sources: Wall Street Journal; Forbes; Cornerstone Macro Research; Trump, Pence: Make America Great Again; Tax Foundation; Tax Policy Center.
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